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Institut Curie 

100 years of fighting with cancer 



Hallmarks of cancer 
2000 2010 

Negrini et al, 2010, Nat Rev Mol Cell Bio Hanahan and Weinberg, 2000, Cell 



Cell life/death decisions in cancer 



APO-SYS: First EU FP7 large-scale project 

on systems biology of cancer 

Experimentalists 

Computational teams 



A textbook view on apoptosis 

(From Hector and Prehn, 2009) 

APOPTOSIS 

Cellular stress 

Illusion of understanding 

Art-like knowledge representation 

Ambiguity in notations 



1587 Species 

1133 Reactions 

646 Genes 

106 metabolites 

569 References 

A systems biologist’s view on apoptosis 

(From S.Fourquet et al, unpublished, 2010) 

Standard SBGN language 

Avoiding ambiguity 

Overwhelming complexity 



Map and Map 

2000 1559 



Role of comprehensive map 

• It is a territory map: all that is possible 

• It is an interactive encyclopedia of the domain 

• It is a formal knowledge representation 

• It is connected to ~600 most significant 

publications 

• It is accessible to computer analysis 

• It allows to formulate hypotheses 

• It allows to focus on specific problems and 

make mathematical models 

 



Using the cell death map:  

listing hypotheses 

All path of length <30 from  

succinate to DNA damage 
  Through ROS formation by the  

respiratory chain 

 

Through transfer of the reductive  

equivalents of succinate to NADPH and 

thioredoxin, then ROS detoxification  

or RNR activity and DNA repair 

 

Through reduction of ubiquinone, the 

oxidative equivalent s of which are  

necessary for pyrimidine biosynthesis  

and DNA repair  
(see Khutornenko AA et al., PNAS, 2010,107,12828) 

 



Using the cell death map:  

map high-throughput data 

Map high-throughput data 

and infer “differentially deregulated 

subnetworks” 

Basal breast cancer gene 

expression compared to healthy  

adypocytes 

  Glycolysis and nucleotide synthesis positive 

enrichment : signature of cancer metabolic 

adaptation – Warburg effect 

 

  Caspase regulation : the gene set contains 

more inhibitors than activators of caspases – 

escape from apoptosis 



Using the cell death map:  

detecting hot spots of activity 

Extract of all path of length ≤ 10 ending at BIM 

 

Identify BIM regulators and classify them as 

activators or inhibitors 

 

Perform enrichment analysis taking this  

information into account 



Systems Biology of Apoptosis 

(From  Huber, Bullinger and Rehm, Systems Biology Approaches to the Study of Apoptosis 2009) 



Naïve resting cell  

“Passive” vs “active” survival 

(From McCormick, Nature, 2004) 

AKT Survival signalling pathways 
Stress 
Toxic stress 

DNA damage 

Nutrient deprivation 



Four Faces of Cell Death 

(From Galuzzi et al, Cell Death and Diff, 2007) 



Engineering vs Biology 

Engineering solution Biological solution 
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Duration, strength 

of pushing matters 

Decision depends  

on internal state 



Cell fate decisions  
Conrad Hal Waddington,  Professor of Animal Genetics at the 

University of Edinburgh, 1957. 

Epigenetic landscape, 

canalization 

Complex system of genes, 

underlying the landscape 



Apoptosis vs Necrosis vs Survival 

 

Treating cell with TNF or FASL 



Mitochondrial outer membrane 

permeabilization: 

Initiator caspase 

Executioner caspase 

APOPTOSIS 



No translocation of 

NFκB into the nucleus 

NFκB pathway needs 

ubiquitinated form of RIP1 

NFκB pathway 



Necrosis needs kinase 

activity of RIP1 

NECROSIS 

Mitochondria Permeability 

Transition 

ROS : Reactive 

Oxygen Species 



ASSEMBLED MECHANISM OF THREE CELL FATE DECISION 



Boolean modeling 

Assign logic to nodes  

 

Example of CASP8 

 

CASP8 = 0 when 

DISC-Fas=0 and DISC-TNF=0 and CASP3=0 

(equivalent to no external signals from death receptors  

and no intracellular problems) 

cFLIP=1  

(equivalent to inhibition by the NFkB pathway) 

 

CASP8 = 1 when 

DISC-Fas=1 or/and DISC-TNF=1 

(equivalent to signal from death receptors) 

CASP3=1 

(amplification signal, feedback activation) 

AND no cFLIP 

 

One node = one species 



Influence graph 

Asynchronous state transition graph 

= 



Structure of attractors:  

distribution of logical stable states 

      +TNF 



The probability to reach 

a final state from 

an initial state 

= probability of observing 

a phenotype in 

experiment 

Influence graph 

Asynchronous state transition graph 

= 



« Probabilities » of reaching phenotypes from physiological initial 

conditions: 

TNF=0 TNF=1 



Confront the model to 

existing data: verify the 

structure of the network 

by comparing the 

simulations to published 

data  

 

 Simulations of 

mutants or drug 

treatments  

 



TNF=1 

Naïve 

survival 

NFkB 

survival 
apoptosis necrosis 

Example : Caspase 8 deletion 

 

≈ 85% survival (NFkB) 

≈ 15% necrosis 

No apoptosis 

 

 

Qualitatively consistent with the literature 

“TNF-induced apoptosis is blocked though not necrosis” 

[Kawahara, Ohsawa et al., J Cell Biol 1998] 

(Jurkat cells, C8-/-) 

 



What if the signal was removed…  

at which point would the cell commit to one 
or the other phenotype? 

 

Introduction of “pulse” of TNF instead of 
constant induction 

 

 

 t : integer 

 During t steps, the system evolves with 
TNF=1 

 At step t+1, TNF is switched to 0 (until the 
end) 

 

 

 

(x-axis  duration of TNF “pulse”) 

Naïve NFkB apoptosis necrosis 

“Ligand dosage” experiments 



Simplify to understand! 

A conceptual 3-node model: 

• 3 nodes to represent the 3 pathways 

(CASP3, NFkB, MPT)  

• Each arrow summarizes one or several 

path(s) / cycle(s) 

 

 
Feedback circuits 

MPT => MPT 

1) MPT => ROS => MPT         (+) 

 

NFkB => NFkB 

2) NFkB => cIAP => RIP1ub => IKK => NFkB       (+) 

3) NFkB => cFLIP -| CASP8 -| RIP1 => RIP1ub => IKK => NFkB    (+) 

 

CASP3 => CASP3 

4) CASP3 => CASP8 => BAX => MOMP => SMAC -| XIAP -| CASP3   (+) 

5) CASP3 => CASP8 => BAX => MOMP => Cyt_c => apoptosome => CASP3    (+) 

 

Other regulatory pathways 

CASP3 -| NFκB 

6) CASP3 => CASP8 -| RIP1 => RIP1ub => IKK => NFkB     (-)  

7) CASP3 => CASP8 => BAX => MOMP => SMAC -| cIAP => RIP1ub => IKK => NFkB (-) 

8) CASP3 -| NFkB         (-) 

 

NFκB -| CASP3 

9) NFκB => cFLIP -| CASP8 => BAX => MOMP => Cyt_c => apoptosome => CASP3 (-) 

10) NFκB => XIAP -| CASP3        (-) 

11) NFκB => XIAP -| Apoptosome => CASP3      (-) 

12) NFκB => BCL2 -| BAX => MOMP => Cyt_c => apoptosome => CASP3   (-) 

 

MPT -| NFκB 

13) MPT => MOMP => SMAC -| cIAP => RIP1ub => IKK => NFkB    (-) 

 

NFκB -| MPT 

14) NFkB -| ROS => MPT        (-) 

15) NFkB => BCL2 -| MPT        (-) 

16) NFkB => cFLIP -| CASP8 -| RIP1 => RIP1K => ROS => MPT    (+) 

 

CASP3 -| MPT 

17) CASP3 => CASP8 -| RIP1 => RIP1K => ROS => MPT     (-) 

 

MPT -| CASP3 

18) MPT => MOMP => Cyt_c => apoptosome => CASP3       (+) 

19) MPT => MOMP => SMAC -| XIAP -| CASP3        (+) 

20) MPT => MOMP => SMAC -| XIAP -| apoptosome => CASP3      (+)  

21) MPT -| ATP => apoptosome => CASP3       (-) 



The conceptual model as a 

predictive tool 

TEST MUTANTS 

 Casp8 deletion 

 Apoptosis (CASP3 stable 

 state) disappears 

TEST VERSIONS OF THE MODEL 

 Casp8 deletion + no cIAP 

 Apoptosis and necrosis disappear 

 => Confirms the necessity of cIAP! 

SIMULATE WILD TYPE 



Cell fate decision mechanism 

fragilities utilized by cancers 

Colorectal  

tumors 

Ewing’s 

sarcoma, 

lung cancer, 

neuroblastomas 
Lymphomas 

Lymphomas, 

breast cancer 

Lung cancers, 

cervical cancers, 

oesophageal  

squamous  

cell carcinomas 
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